ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Road traffic injuries and deaths have been a major public health issue globally. According to World Health Organization (WHO), approximately 1.25 million people die from roadway traffic accidents each year, while 20~50 million people suffer non-fatal injuries with many resulting in disabilities [1] . Accordingly, more efforts should be made to identify accident risk factors and reduce accidents. Naturalistic driving data (NDD), which are "collected from a number of equipped vehicles driven under naturalistic conditions over an extended period of time" [2] , has shown great potential in the field and has attracted increasing attention over the last decade [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Different from empirical data collection by simulators or test tracks, NDD features natural/real driving behaviours of study participants (the instrumentation in the equipped vehicle is designed to be unobtrusive and no special instructions would be given to the participants), making the data more suitable to analyze the nature of traffic accidents. Besides, NDD covers a wide range of variables for safety-critical cases, such as pre-crash driver manoeuvres and driver's inattention and distraction just prior to the crash/near-crash, which are believed to be important factors contributing to traffic accidents [2, [10] [11] but rarely available in other resources. However, earlier works based on NDD have been focused on regression models including linear regression, Poisson regression, and logistic regression models [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , while such models predefine the underlying relationships between dependent and independent variables to be linear, which is a strict assumption that may be violated in application [12] [13] . In addition, existing studies conducted on NDD have not emphasized the pre-selection of safety-critical features for model establishment, while the large number of pre-crash driver behaviour and environmental variables from NDD could pose a difficulty in developing an efficient and accurate model. Hence, Rough Sets (RS) and Bayesian Networks (BN), two kinds of popular data mining techniques, are introduced in the paper to address these deficiencies in literature.
Rough Sets (RS), proposed by Pawlak (1982) as an extension to set theory [14] , derives decision or classification rules based on knowledge/attribute reduction and has proven to be useful in exploring data patterns or knowledge discovery [15] . It has the advantages of relaxing assumptions on the statistical nature of data (such as the independence of irrelevant alternatives assumption in multinomial logit model) and avoiding in traffic accident analysis based on NDD have been rarely demonstrated. The paper proposes a combination of the two methods in analyzing traffic accidents using NDD. The proposed method is demonstrated using the 100-car naturalistic driving data from Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, which include many precrash driver state and behaviour data that have rarely been explored in literature. The proposed method is compared with baseline BNs with/without traditional filter approaches, and results prove the value in combining RS and BN in NDD-based roadway traffic accident analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. RS and BN theories are introduced in Section 2. Real NDD dataset adopted to demonstrate the proposed framework is described in Section 3. Results obtained are discussed in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
METHODOLOGY

Baseline attribute reduction methodologies
As typical filter approaches utilized in feature selection for BN analysis, correlation analysis and mutual information analysis [23, 27] are employed as baseline feature selection methods for evaluating the performance of RS-based approach. Pearson's correlation coefficient is tested to check linear dependency of features on the decision attribute, while statistical 2N • I(X,Y) using mutual information is formed and tested to measure their relationship from the perspective of information/entropy, where I(X,Y) represents the mutual information of a condition attribute X and decision attribute Y. Statistically, 2N • I(X,Y) asymptotically follows a | 2 ( r i -1)( r 0 -1) distribution, where N is the number of cases in the sample, r i and r 0 are the numbers of values of the X and Y variable, respectively [27] , I(X,Y) could be calculated as follows:
Only the variables that pass the correlation test and mutual information test at the 0.05 significance level are included in the baseline selective feature subsets for comparative evaluation.
RS attribute reduction
In RS theory, for a decision attribute Y (usually referred to as dependent variable in statistics) with n categories {Y 1 ,Y 2 ,…,Y i ,…Y n } (i.e., the universe U Yi
classified into n non-overlapping classes), each of its category is described through lower approximation se ̲ AY i and upper approximation set ĀY i formed by elementary sets (as defined in Equations 2 and 3). An elementary set X is a set consisting of objects/cases that structural constraints on the relationship between independent and dependent variables (like linear relations using regression). Previous works [16, 17] have explored Rough Sets (RS) in traffic accident analysis and achieve promising results. However, knowledge discovered by RS is expressed in the form of IF-THEN statements (decision rules) and could not describe possible interrelationships among different variables.
Bayesian Networks (BN) is also a data mining methodology that is being widely used for analyzing roadway traffic accidents [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Like RS, neither does BN impose any constraints on underlying relationships between the variables. Furthermore, BN could statically describe the interrelations between different variables in a tree-like structure, and make predictions based on these discovered relationships. However, BN usually requires a large data set and is complex in calculating especially when the number of variables increases [24] . As a result, variable or attribute selection is of great importance to BN construction. However, little attention has been paid to feature selection prior to BN construction in the existing roadway traffic accident applications. Filter and wrapper approaches have been typical feature selection for different domains. Wrapper approach, also called closed-loop method, employs a predictor performance as the criterion for feature selection and contains feedback from the model/algorithm that is to be used [25] . Thus, wrapper approach is required for BN analysis as a BN classifier has to be learned (which involves complicated structure learning and parameter learning that would be explained in detail in the following section) each time a subset of features is tested. Also, BN feature selection evaluation may also be complicated using wrapper approach due to the compound effect of different feature subsets and BN structure combination (a different BN structure should be learned for a different subset of features). Filter approach, also called open-loop method, on the other hand, relies on between-class separability and is implemented independent of the construction of the classifier, and thus is more appropriate for BN analysis in the domain [26] . However, typical filter approaches may have limitations in different aspects, like the biases arising from the number of categories one variable has for mutual information-based filter approach and due to linear assumptions embedded in the measurement for Pearson coefficient-based filter approach. As RS has shown effectiveness in attribute reduction while keeping the information system's classification capability unchanged in other areas [15] , attribute reduction of RS is selected and explored as a variable pre-selection procedure for BN analysis of roadway traffic accidents in the paper.
As discussed above, although RS and BN are two popular techniques that have been applied to road traffic accident analysis, there are limitations of both methods, and applications combining the RS and BN essential part of an information table which ensures the discernibility of all cases. More details in RS reduction of attributes could be found in [14] .
In the paper, attributes existing in reduct sets are then employed as nodes in BN construction for classification, which would be described in detail in the following section.
BN analysis
BN is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) model over a set of variables U={x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x i ,…x n } which are represented by nodes of a network structure or graph. The interactions among the set of variables are represented by directed links (also referred to as arcs or edges) between the nodes, where node x i is always pointed to from its parent nodes pa(x i ). The direct influences implied by the directed links can be quantitatively described with a set of Conditional Probability Distributions (CPD) at each node:
It should be noted that as one can regard a link from node A to node B indicating that A causes B, the link may have different meanings not necessarily causal ones [21, 28] , such as A being partial causation or predisposition of B, the two being functionally related, B being imperfect observation of A, or the two being statistically correlated [18] . Such meanings of a link are employed in the paper, that there exist some interrelations between nodes (variables) in a BN not limited to causal relationship.
Based on CPD, the joint probability distribution over the set of variables U represented by BN could be derived as follows:
A set of local independence assumptions are imposed for the factorization in Equation 7 , which assert that in a BN each variable is independent of predecessors (from whom there exist directed path pointing into the node) given its parents [18] . Apparently, within BN, all variables are treated equally in a way that no dependent or independent variables need to be specified. When applied to the problem of classifying a variable of interest x c !U (corresponding to decision attribute in RS) given data over the set of other variables in U (i.e., set of U excluding x c ; corresponding to condition attributes in RS), the probability of each category of x c is calculated based on CPD and the class of x c would be assigned to the category with highest probability.
A BN is typically constructed with the following three steps:
Step 1: Determine all relevant variables in constructing BN. RS reduction of attributes is employed in this step in the paper. are indiscernible by the specified set of condition attributes (usually referred to as independent variables in statistics), which represents the smallest partitions of cases given the specified condition attributes (i.e., cases from different elementary sets are discernible while those within the same elementary set are indiscernible).
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where i=1,2,…n indicates different categories/classes of the decision attribute Y; A * denotes the family of all elementary sets. Equations 2 and 3 mean that the lower approximation set consists of all cases that are definitely within the category, while the upper approximation set also contains those not certainly belonging to the category. Obviously, a category of decision attribute can be described differently by varying its lower and upper approximations through changing condition attributes. Two indicators are usually employed to evaluate the performance of the specified condition attributes in distinguishing cases, including accuracy of approximation and quality of approximation [16] . Specifically, accuracy of approximation reflects the performance of the set of condition attributes in discerning cases at categorical level, while quality of approximation reflects their overall discerning performance for the decision attribute. Detailed explanations of these two indicators are as follows: 1) Accuracy of approximation a(Y i ) is defined as the percentage of definable cases for i-th category of Y [16] , expressed as:
where card refers to cardinality. A larger a(Y i ) (ranging from 0 to 1) would indicate a higher discernibility of i-th category of Y given the set of condition attributes.
2) Quality of approximation c(Y) is defined as the per-
centage of definable cases for all categories of Y (i.e., the universe U) [16] , expressed as:
A c(Y) (ranging from 0 to 1) close to 1 implies that all categories of Y could be clearly identified by the specified set of condition attributes. Attributes with poor performance in distinguishing cases based on such indicators are considered as redundant and should be excluded from the specified set of condition attributes, which process is referred to as attribute reduction in RS and yields a collection of reduct sets. A reduct set is regarded as the observed in accident type i class but predicted to be in accident type i class) rate, with the area under the curve (AUC) indicating the overall prediction performance for accident type i: a low AUC at 0.5 indicating a valueless prediction while its maximum at 1.0 indicating a perfect prediction.
Total number of BN arcs represents the complexity of a BN structure, as more links may entail exponentially larger conditional probability table and make parameter estimation difficult [21] . As such, among BNs with similar prediction performance, a BN with a relatively small number of arcs is usually preferred.
DATA DESCRIPTION AND PREPARATION
The dataset used in the paper is from 100-car naturalistic driving study conducted by Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) in the Northern Virginia / Washington, D.C. area from 2004 to 2005 [31] . Each vehicle in the study was fitted with a suite of sensors and cameras to collect real-time vehicle movement signals, driver driving status, as well as traffic and environment feature information. The study finally obtained approximately 2,000,000 vehicle miles and 43,000 hours of driving data, including 68 crashes and 760 near-crashes (situations requiring a rapid, severe evasive manoeuvre to avoid a crash) data that are open to public. Type of traffic accident is selected to be the decision attribute in the paper for demonstration of the proposed RS-based BN framework, and data on crash and near-crash cases are combined as the dataset for accident type analysis, considering the relative small sample size of crash cases in the database and the similar nature in crashes and near crashes [32] . Removal of missing attribute cases (no analyzed data due to missing video records) and special driving scenario cases (including entering/leaving parking area, making U-turn, etc.) yields a total of 711 sample cases for study in the paper.
All attributes/variables included in the study and their explanations are presented in Table 1 , where a1-a21 are condition attributes (a1-a2 are driver characteristics; a3-a10 are driver behavioural factors; a11-a21 are environmental attributes) and d is the decision attribute. Specifically, a4-a8 are attributes characterizing driver's inattention and distraction behaviours just prior to (i.e., within 3 seconds) the crash/near-crash: a4 indicates whether the driver's eye glance area was away from forward roadway but rather to centre mirror inside the vehicle; a5 indicates whether the driver's eye glance area was away from forward roadway but rather to left/right mirror outside the vehicle; a6 indicates whether the driver's eye glance area was away from forward roadway but rather to left/right window of the vehicle; a7 and a8 indicate the scope and depth of the secondary tasks (i.e., all those other than driving
Step 2: Learn the structure of BN from data. There are basically two approaches in structure learning of BN, one is a searching and scoring-based method and the other a constraint-based method [18] . As previous studies [20] [21] [22] 29] indicate the hill-climbing search algorithm based on Minimum Description Length (MDL) score shows good classification accuracy while with relatively low network complexity, the algorithm was selected for building BN structure in the paper.
Step 3: Estimate parameters of BN from data. Given a BN structure, the conditional probability tables of the BN could be estimated from data based on maximum likelihood method or Bayesian approach [24] . To avoid possible overfitting problem arising from the large number of parameters, the Bayesian approach was adopted in the paper where the prior probability of each node of BN follows a Dirichlet distribution [24] .
It should be noted that the last two steps (i.e., structure and parameter learning) interact and are carried out alternately to build a BN. Several indictors were selected for evaluating the built BN following previous research [21, 24, 30] , including classification/ prediction accuracy (ACC), absolute coverage percentage error (ACPE), area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), and total number of BN arcs. Specifically, prediction accuracy and ACPE reflect the prediction performance at individual and aggregate level, respectively [30] ; AUC reflects the overall performance of prediction by characterizing the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity [24] ; the total number of BN arcs reflects the overall complexity of the built BN [21] . Detailed explanations of these indicators are as follows.
Prediction accuracy ACC i is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly predicted instances classified as accident type i (N pa_i ) over the total number of observed instances in accident type i class (N i ) [30] , expressed as
Absolute coverage percentage error ACPE measures the relative difference of the prediction coverage to the full (100%) coverage of accident type i based on observation, where prediction coverage is defined as the ratio of the number of predicted instances assigned to accident type i class (including both correct and incorrect prediction assignments) (N pc_i ) over the total number of observed instances in accident type i class (N i ) [30] .
Receiver operating characteristic curve ROC is a term arising from signal detection [24] . ROC for accident type i plots the true positive (instances observed in accident type i class also predicted to be in accident type i class) rate vs. the false positive (instances not using genetic algorithm package within Rosetta software [34] . Finally, a total of 17 reducts were obtained as presented in Table 3 , with a range of 15~16 attributes in each reduct set.
From Table 3 , it could be noted that RS reducts include several variables that seem linearly independent of or irrelevant with accident type (ACT) from correlation analysis and mutual information analysis, such as driver's age (AGE), grade of roadway (GRD), and weather condition (WTH), indicating these variables may have indirect effects on accident type that are not reflected in correlation analysis nor mutual information task) the driver was undertaking, where the rank of secondary tasks (i.e., simple, moderate, and complex) here follows the standards defined in [33] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RS reducts
For comparative study, correlation test and mutual information test are implemented in Matlab to obtain baseline feature subsets, with the test results presented in Table 2 . RS reduction of attributes are realized Pearson correlation coefficient analysis. The network complexity (indicated by #BN arcs) of the RS-based BN is reduced by approximately 1/3 compared with the full attribute space (i.e., BN1). Table 5 gives further comparison in performances of the baseline BN versus the RS-based BN with the highest prediction accuracy (that is BN3 in Table 4 a BN with mutual information-based filter versus the NO.1 reduct set in Table 3 , referred to as RS-BN opt further in the text) among different accident types. Results show that neither of them gives a perfect prediction accuracy rate for each accident type, especially for those without sufficient observations (i.e., accident types other than rear-end), and this problem has also been reported in other research works [16, 30] . The RS-BN opt shows a better performance on prediction accuracy over the baseline BN3 in predicting each accident type. The overall prediction accuracy for all accident types is evaluated by a weighted average based on sample size (with the number of observations for each type being its weight) to counteract the negative impact of small sample size on prediction accuracy. The results show that the proposed RS-BN opt has an 11% higher weighted average of accuracy (66.9% vs. 60.4%) compared to the baseline BN3 and thus also has a better performance on overall prediction accuracy. The same weighted average is calculated for ACPE and AUC, and results indicate that RS-BN opt also performs slightly better in terms of AUC and prediction coverage (with a smaller ACPE). Finally, the RS-BN opt has a slightly larger number of BN arcs, meaning the network generated from the proposed framework is slightly more complex than the one from the mutual information-based feature selection approach.
analysis but could be beneficial to classification. Most inattention and distraction-related attributes are found to contribute to accident type based on mutual information and RS analysis, except for ILM and ILW (attention is paid to left/right mirrors and windows instead of forward roadway) from RS. It may be that eye stays at left/right areas of the vehicle and are dispensable in preserving the discernibility relation among cases within the same accident type and their removal would not worsen the classification given the dataset, while the inclusion of such variables may increase the complexity of a BN structure.
Different feature subsets are then fed into the BN structure as nodes for BN construction and classification. Obviously, such reduction in attributes would help reduce difficulty in BN analysis thanks to fewer nodes in a BN network. Their differences in prediction performances would be further explored and discussed in the following section.
BN based on RS reducts
Validation
Weka software [35] is used for BN structure and parameter learning. A 10-fold procedure [24] is adopted to avoid overfitting, where the whole dataset is divided into 10 exclusive folds and 10 rounds of training and testing procedures (for each round one of the 10 folds is held back for testing only) are performed for model learning and evaluation. To evaluate the performance of the proposed RS-based BN framework, a BN without RS reduction of attributes, a BN with mutual information-based filter and a BN with Pearson's correlation coefficient-based filter are selected as baselines for comparison with the BNs based on 17 reducts derived from RS (as presented in Table 3 ). Table 4 summarizes and compares the values of performance indicators including accuracy, ACPE, and AUC for the baseline BNs and RS-based BNs (the indicator values for each RS subset are shown in Figure 1 ). The RS+BN framework outperforms all other baseline BNs in terms of prediction accuracy, while having a comparable prediction coverage (indicated by ACPE) with the baseline BN without RS attribute reduction and a similar AUC performance with the BNs with feature selection based on mutual information and Figure 1 -Accuracy, ACPE, and AUC for RS-based BNs connects with accident type). Specifically, seat belt use directly relates to age, which suggests there may be certain age groups that have tendencies in using/ not using seat belt; seat belt use also directly relates to hands on wheel indicator. This suggests that the seat belt usage also correlates with whether the driving is performed using both hands for driving, and this may reflect the driver's habit features like how cautious the driver is when driving, which would ultimately influence the outcome of an accident. The highest secondary task rank directly relates to driver's attention to centre mirror instead of forward roadway and the number of secondary tasks undertaken, which would directly affect the type of accident. Land use is correlated with relation to junction and the number of travel lanes, which may have a direct influence on traffic environment and consequently affect accident outcome. Hence, such BN structure could capture interesting interrelationships among different attributes that is not available in the RS decision rule framework. Setting the evidence procedure [20, 21] is utilized to assist the identification of attributes and values that contribute most to the occurrence of each accident type, with the results presented in Table 6 . For setting evidence procedure, each variable (discrete) of the built BN is set to one of its categorical value at a time, and the associated posterior probabilities of each accident type are calculated based on the Bayes rule (Equation 10) and CPD of the built BN. 
where i refers to the type index of accidents, j refers to the category index of condition attribute a k , P(a k =j│d=i) are obtained from the CPD of the built BN.
From Figure 1 , Table 4 , and Table 5 , the RS-based BN framework overall shows sizable improvement in prediction accuracy with relatively lower network complexity, while having comparable prediction coverage and AUC performance with the baseline BNs with/ without traditional feature selection (including mutual information and Pearson correlation coefficient-based approaches) given the dataset. Thus, the proposed RS-based BN is recommended to further analyze the interrelationship of attributes for traffic accidents.
Significance of attributes
The built RS-BN opt which has the best performance in prediction accuracy is chosen to explore the significance of different attributes in accident type classification. The learned structure of RS-BN opt is presented in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows that among all the selected attributes from RS, seatbelt use, highest secondary task rank, and land use are the ones that are not directly related to accident type but with indirect influences (having links connected to attributes that directly 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new framework integrating Rough Set (RS) and Bayesian Networks (BN) is proposed to analyze information from traffic accident database. In the proposed framework, RS reduction of attributes is first employed to generate the key set of attributes affecting accident outcomes, which are then fed into a BN structure as nodes for BN construction and accident outcome classification. Such framework combines the advantages of RS in knowledge reduction capability and BN in describing interrelationships among different attributes. The framework is demonstrated using the 100-car naturalistic driving data from Virginia Tech Transportation Institute to predict the accident type. Comparative evaluation with the baseline BNs shows that the RS-based BNs generally have a higher prediction accuracy and lower network complexity, while with comparable prediction coverage and ROC curve area, it proves that the proposed RS-based BN overall outperforms the BNs with/without traditional feature selection approaches. Also, the most significant attributes identified that affect accident types include pre-crash manoeuvre, driver's attention from forward roadway to centre mirror, a number of secondary tasks undertaken, traffic density, and relation to junction. Most of these attributes feature pre-crash driver states and driver behaviours that have rarely been studied in the existing literature based on BN [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , which could give further insight into the nature of traffic accidents.
The paper is a new attempt to apply the RS-based BN as a complementary tool for roadway traffic accident analysis based on NDD. The contribution of the proposed method to the literature is twofold. Firstly, the study here adds to the currently limited body of research regarding safety-critical feature selection method using NDD, which features a wide variety of driver state/behaviour and environmental variables Due to the limitation of paper space, identified significant attributes are limited to those directly related to accident type (i.e., there is a direct link between such attributes and the accident type). Also, as the type of rear-end-striking accident is usually positively predicted given the dataset (with the highest positive coverage percentage error at +20.8%, as shown in Table 5 for RS-based BN), Table 6 does not include the attributes and values that always yield higher probability values for the rear-end-striking type than for other accident types. Table 6 shows that pre-crash manoeuvre, driver's attention from forward roadway to centre mirror, number of secondary tasks undertaken, traffic density, and relation to junction are significant attributes that directly relate to accident types other than rear-endstriking. Results indicate that manoeuvres including lane changing, starting/stopping in traffic lane, and turning (both left and right) at intersections are more likely to be involved in sideswipe (same direction), intersection collision, and road departure accidents, respectively. Driver's attention to centre mirror instead of forward roadway is found to be associated with sideswipe (same direction) accident, probably because a relatively long eye stay on the centre mirror would make the driver less capable of noticing vehicles on either side of the road. Having more than two secondary tasks is also a significant factor in sideswipe (same direction) accident, suggesting that sideswipe (same direction) accidents are usually related to inattention and distraction. Low traffic density is found to be more likely to contribute to road departure accidents, which may be due to high travelling speed that frequently occurs in low density traffic environment. Entry/exit ramp infrastructures are found to be more significant in sideswipe (same direction) accident, which is consistent with what one would expect as more demanding lateral driving manoeuvres are required at such facilities. The results indicate the importance of interventions targeting driver behaviours and suggest the potential value of driver monitoring system (such as online that may pose challenges for establishing an efficient and accurate model. Secondly, compared with the many previous NDD-based studies on driver state/behaviour-driving safety relationship that applied regression models allowing estimating of their direct effects only, the BN explored in the paper allows extracting direct and indirect relationships from the selected variables and could better reflect the complexity of the driver-vehicle-environment system. Except for accident type demonstrated in the paper, other accident outcomes such as accident occurrence and accident severity can be examined using the same approach. More advanced models such as variable precision rough set (VPRS) and other BN structure searching and scoring algorithms should be considered in the future to improve the prediction performance of the framework. More sample cases with more details in pre-crash driving behaviour from naturalistic driving should also be collected in the future to further explore the crash-avoidance strategies.
